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or institutionalized. Where funding is available, it is 
predominantly project- or crisis-driven and—with the 
retreat of the federal government—increasingly scarce. 
Thus funding, which was already one of the most critical 
barriers to adaptation, is now utterly inadequate to meet 
growing needs for proactive adaptation and disaster 
response as climate change impacts accelerate. Adap-

tation policy at the federal 
level—after several years 
of leadership and exec- 
utive-branch progress—is 
currently being dismantled 
or undermined. This places 
greater pressure on state 
and local leadership, which 
is growing, albeit unevenly, 

across the US. The conversation about standard setting 
and other high-impact leverage points is only begin-
ning, while the demand for shifts in policy goals and 
direction at all levels of government is rapidly growing.    

Key needs

• Creative, sustained, and coordinated financing and 
funding mechanisms.

• Effective adaptation-related policy at every level of 
government.

What You Can do to Advance Adaptation in the US
All readers of this report have a role to play in adapting to climate change—whether or not you identify as 
an adaptation professional. Below is a sample of priority actions for various actors within and outside the 
field; more detail on how to find your role and make a contribution can be found in Chapter 5.

• The most important thing thought leaders can do to advance the field is to press the urgency of climate 
change. They must insist on the need to address climate challenges through both mitigation and adap-
tation in ways that enhance equity and social cohesion. Thought leaders can push the field to think 
bigger, bolder, and deeper about challenges and solutions.

• The most important thing field builders and supporters can do is to expand and stabilize the funding 
support for the field and to use every leverage point, including policy, to move adaptation forward rap-
idly, effectively, and equitably. The task is one of acceleration, scaling up, and ensuring deeper practice.

• The most important thing field actors and implementers can do is to make resilience building real on the 
ground—to implement mitigation and adaptation in equitable and just ways so that American communi-
ties are safer for all. This includes deepening practice on equity and transformative solutions, learning 
from peers and those outside the field, sharing lessons learned, and breaking down silos and other 
divisions to address resilience challenges holistically.

• The most important thing supporters and actors currently outside the field can do is to assess their sec-
tor’s sensitivities to climate change and disruptions, educate themselves about adaptation, and forge 
alliances with relevant actors in the adaptation field.  

Funding and policy 
to support the field 
are inadequate, 
inconsistent, 
uncoordinated, and 
not solidly anchored 
or institutionalized.

• More strategic interventions to help diverse sets of 
adaptation professionals meet critical needs and 
achieve higher impact.

Recommendations 

To strengthen the supportive pillars of funding and 
policy, adaptation field actors must:

• Create new funding mechanisms, such as regional 
funding collaboratives;

• Encourage greater coordination and collaboration 
among existing funders in the field;

• Develop and implement interventions that can 
scale up adaptation efforts, including:

•  Policy levers;

•  Regional support and leveraging of local 
efforts;

•  Collaboration with professional societies; and

•  Establishment of stringent standards affecting 
all climate-sensitive structures and activities.
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